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On the morning of February 4, 
Romans woke up to a disturbing 
sight. About 200 posters had been 
plastered across the Italian capi-
tal depicting Pope Francis with a 
frowning, forbidding face. Under-
neath was a caption lamenting his 
supposedly authoritarian rule over 
the Catholic Church. “Hey Frank-
ie,” said the message, written in 
folksy Roman dialect. “Where’s 
your mercy?”

In the Vatican, where publicly dis-
respecting the Pope is taboo, there 
was widespread shock. One official 
called it a “low-level Italian polit-
ical attack.” Others went further. 
“These methods of anonymous 
posters are a work of the devil, 
who wants to divide us,” says Marc 
Ouellet, the Canadian cardinal and 
prefect for the congregation of bish-
ops.

So far, Italian authorities have 
not uncovered who was behind the 
stunt. But speculation turned to the 
increasingly strident opposition to 
Francis’ reformist pontificate from 
conservative Catholics outside and 
inside the walls of Vatican City.

Emboldened by the rise of right-
wing populists across the west, in-
cluding the presidency of Donald 
Trump in the US, these internal 
critics have stepped up their attacks 
on the Pope’s softer tones on social 
issues, as well as his policies of 
openness towards Muslim refugees 
and support for action on climate 
change. Nearly four years after 
Francis was elected as a non-Eu-
ropean Pope capable of breathing 
new life into Catholicism around 
the world, he is arguably facing his 
sharpest backlash yet.

Among the pope’s critics is Ro-
berto de Mattei, a historian and 
president of the Lepanto Founda-
tion, a Rome-based group named 
after the Holy League’s naval bat-
tle in 1571 against the Ottoman 
Empire. In the organisation’s small 
office on Aventine Hill, which fea-
tures a picture of Pius IX, the 19th 
century pontiff known for his op-
position to modernism, liberalism 
and secularism, Mr de Mattei has 
a litany of complaints against the 
80-year-old Argentine pontiff.

Pope Francis, he says, has encour-
aged “relativism” in the Church, 
become “almost obsessed” with 
welcoming migrants, failed to un-
derstand that Islam is an “aggres-
sive religion” that needed to be 
confronted and sought to sideline 
anyone who disagreed.

“The Catholic Church is in a state 
of unprecedented confusion,” he 
says. “There is a lack of orientation 
and clarity which leads to tensions 
and divisions and paves the way for 

a schism. I have met various cardi-
nals, bishops and priests who have 
privately expressed their discontent 
with the direction of this papacy.”

Mr de Mattei’s description of 
the turmoil is almost certainly ex-
aggerated. Pope Francis continues 
to enjoy extraordinarily high lev-
els of popularity - including in the 
US - and many Vatican experts say 
that the dissent is confined to tradi-
tionalist circles that are out of step 
with reality and still seething over 
the reforms of the Second Vatican 
Council (Vatican II) in the 1960s.

But the Pope and his allies have 
certainly taken notice of the unrest. 
In a December address to the Ro-
man Curia, Francis acknowledged 
a “hidden” resistance from “fearful 
and hardened hearts” as well as a 
“malevolent resistance” based on 
“nasty intentions”. Ten days after 
the appearance of the posters, his 
council of cardinals, composed 
of nine members, issued a highly 
unusual public statement backing 
Francis, a sign that they felt it was 
time to fight back.

“In relation to recent events, the 
Council of Cardinals expresses 
its full support of the work of the 
Pope, while ensuring full adhesion 
and support to his person and his 
magisterium,” it said.

The main source of conserva-
tive discontent was a move by the 
Pope in April to allow divorced and 
remarried Catholics - under cer-
tain narrow circumstances - to re-
ceive communion, which had been 
banned.

The measure, contained in an ap-
ostolic exhortation called “Amor-
is Laetitia” or “The Joy of Love”, 
may have seemed like a minor shift 
in the direction of a more tolerant 
approach to the changing nature of 
the family. And it was consistent 
with Pope Francis’ philosophy of 
stemming the decline of the Church 
in the developed world by making it 
more approachable after decades of 
scandal and pastoral rigidity.

But among critics it was seen as 
defying core doctrine on the indis-
solubility of marriage and the sin-
fulness of adultery. Four cardinals 
even took the rare step of challeng-
ing Pope Francis on the move by 
asking him to respond to five ques-
tions, or “Dubia”, about the propos-
al, in a letter published in Novem-
ber. Among them was Raymond 
Burke, the former archbishop of St 
Louis, Missouri, who has emerged 
as the face of the opposition to 
Francis. Cardinal Burke has forged 
links with Stephen Bannon, the se-
nior aide to Mr Trump, and recently 
met Matteo Salvini, the leader of 
Italy’s anti-euro, anti-immigrant 
Northern League.

“A year ago, liberals were glee-

The Pope's internal critics

Pope Francis prays during a penitential liturgy in St. Peter’s Basilica at the Vatican
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The Pope's internal critics (continued)

fully dismissing Cardinal Burke, 
saying he was of no further rele-
vance. Now he’s one of the most 
influential cardinals. Who else is 
known and respected by Trump’s 
most senior adviser?” says one 
person close to the Pope’s internal 
critics.

But “Amoris Laetitia” is far from 

the only source of discomfort with 
the Pope. Francis’ criticisms of unfet-
tered capitalism and his 2015 encycli-
cal on environmentalism and climate 
change - called Laudato Si - were 
particularly ill- received among some 
conservatives, feeding their belief 
that he is a leftist on economic issues. 
At a carnival parade in the Tuscan 

town of Viareggio last week, a float 
of Pope Francis showed him raising 
one fist and holding a hammer and 
sickle in the other hand.

Meanwhile, with more than a tinge 
of Islamophobia, critics have glar-
ingly rejected Francis’ highly vocal 
stance in support of migrants and ref-
ugees, on the grounds that they con-

to different interpretations of Cathol-
icism as long as you are loyal to him 
and don’t stab him in the back,” says 
Mr Faggioli.

They acknowledge that while some 
degree of resistance is inevitable the 
pontiff is unlikely to yield to pressure.

“He’s dealing with a culture which 
is averse to change. You can’t expect 
it to happen overnight, which is ba-
sically what four years are in Vatican 
time,” says one official. “What he is 
asking is huge. It’s a total rethink. But 
we can wait anybody out.”

Whether the opponents are a rising 
tide or just a few holdouts, the na-
ture of some of the criticism of Pope 
Francis - fuelled by blogs and social 
media - has been striking. Some En-
glish-language Catholic websites 
such as One Peter Five and Rorate 
Caeli regularly feature rebukes of 
the pontiff. A recent article on 1P5 
lamented Pope Francis’ connections 
with George Soros and Jeffrey Sachs, 
while Phil Lawler, director of the 
Catholic Culture website, said the 
Francis papacy required an immedi-
ate “intervention”.

“Has there ever before been a Ro-
man Pontiff who showed such dis-
dain for what the Church has always 
taught and believed and practised?” 
he asked.

In Italy, Antonio Socci, a Catholic 
blogger and author, has attracted at-
tention by claiming that Pope Fran-
cis is an illegitimate holder of the 
office because of irregularities in the 
conclave that elected him, echoing 
the “birther” movement backed by 
Mr Trump to delegitimise Barack 
Obama’s presidency.

Riccardo Cascioli, the editor of La 
Nuova Bussola Quotidiana, an Italian 
website critical of the Vatican under 
Pope Francis, recently wrote a col-
umn citing complaints about the invi-
tation of Paul Ehrlich, an advocate for 
population control, to a conference at 
the Vatican. “Paul VI prophesied that 
non- Catholic sentiment would be-
come the majority in the Church and 
now it is taking over,” Mr Cascioli 
says.

In Saint Peter’s Square last week at 
Pope Francis’ general audience, the 
Catholic faithful seemed untroubled 
by the backlash, and satisfied with 
their leader.

“It’s great to see he’s different and 
he’s not letting himself buckle under 
the pressure of tradition,” says Bella 
Friedrich, a 22-year-old student from 
Germany. “He’s still quite powerful 
just by doing his own thing and es-
pecially thanks to the support that he 
gets from the people.”

A Vatican official agrees: “Most 
people are moving on. There are a 
lot of lay people saying, ‘Hey this is 
great. I have never felt so welcome in 
the Church’.”

For Mr de Mattei and other papal 
critics, however, only a correction will 
do. “The Pope is the vicar of Christ, 
his representative on Earth, but he is 
not the 266th Christ on Earth,” says 
Mr De Mattei. “If he speaks or acts 
badly, he can be criticised, with all 
due respect to his supreme office.”

Additional reporting by Davide 
Ghiglione

Copyright The Financial Times 
Limited 2017

stitute a threat to the west’s Christian 
roots. “The problem is that Muslims 
aim for expansion,” Cardinal Burke 
said in an interview with Il Giornale, 
an Italian conservative newspaper, in 
October. “The whole history of the 
Islamic presence in Europe is an at-
tempt to conquer it.”

Massimo Introvigne, of the Tu-
rin-based Center for Studies on New 
Religions, says that while the anti- 
Francis coalition is not “unitary” there 
is one additional “common thread” to 
the dissent: its “great appreciation” 
for President Vladimir Putin’s Rus-
sia. “They see him as someone who 
defends tradition, with his attacks on 
immigration and homosexuals,” Mr 
Introvigne adds.

While the opposition has become 
more extreme, Massimo Faggioli, 
a professor of theology at Villanova 
University, says it is not necessarily 
any stronger.

“It started on marriage and the fam-
ily, and now it has cornered itself in 
this dark place with xenophobes and 
anti-Muslims,” Mr Faggioli says. 
“This will never have a great fol-
lowing among Catholics. If they are 
betting their money on this, it’s a bad 
bet.”

In January, Pope Francis scored 
a big victory over his rivals after he 
forced the Knights of Malta, a sover-
eign Catholic order which performs 
humanitarian work around the world, 
to reinstate its grand chancellor - the 
equivalent of a prime minister - after 
he had been fired for presiding over 
the distribution of condoms in Myan-
mar.

The dismissal had been champi-
oned by Cardinal Burke, who was 
the patron of the Knights of Malta, 
turning the whole affair into a proxy 
for the divisions inside the Church. 
But while Pope Francis’ successful 
intervention was a show of strength, 
to critics it was simply the latest evi-
dence of his heavy-handed ways and 
ruthless disdain for the dissenters. 
The order’s grandmaster was forced 
to resign over the issue.

The pope’s supporters say it is un-
fair to depict Francis as imperious. 
The “Amoris Laetitia” document was 
published after two years of debate 
within the Church, including two 
synods, or gatherings, of bishops.

And Francis has recently taken 
steps to reinstate members of the 
Society of Saint Pius X, the tradition-
alist fraternity of priests that was the 
source of the last big split within the 
Church after Vatican II. “He is open 

VATICAn CoMMISSIon

Stumbling blocks laid bare in sex abuse resignation
It felt like the dawn of a new era in early 2014 when 

Marie Collins, an Irish survivor of clerical sexual abuse 
as a child, was appointed by Pope Francis to serve on 
a new Vatican commission to tackle the problem. Fi-
nally, it seemed, the Catholic Church was coming to 
grips with one of its biggest failures - to protect chil-
dren from molestation by priests.

But three years later, such optimism has faded. On 
March 1, Ms Collins resigned from the papal com-
mission after delivering a stunning indictment of the 
“stumbling blocks” she faced in her work at the Vati-
can, including lack of resources and cultural resistance. 
Ms Collins was one of two survivors on the panel: the 
other, Peter Saunders, took a leave of absence last year 
amid similar concerns.

Ms Collins did not blame Pope Francis for her depar-
ture, telling the US National Catholic Reporter that he 
“does at heart understand the horror of abuse and the 

need for those who would hurt minors to be stopped.” 
But she attacked the Vatican bureaucracy for failing 
to follow the pontiff, including their refusal to answer 
correspondence from every victim of sexual abuse. “It 
is a reflection of how this whole abuse crisis has been 
handled: with fine words in public and contrary actions 
behind closed doors.”

Cardinal Seán O’Malley, the archbishop of Boston 
and a member of the commission, called Ms Collins’ 
departure a “blow” to the panel.

“Pope Francis is making changes. There are people 
that are resisting those changes, and there are structures 
that need to be changed and adopted. So I certainly un-
derstand Marie’s frustration,” he said.

But others were more dismissive. Gerhard Müller, 
the German cardinal who is the prefect of the congre-
gation for the doctrine of the faith, denied there was any 
opposition to Francis’ efforts on sexual abuse.

His 
supporters 

acknowledge 
that while 
some degree 
of resistance 
is inevitable, 
the Pope 
is unlikely 
to yield to 
pressure
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In every way it 
was politically, 
culturally, 
artistically 
and geo-
strategically 
world-
shattering.

Simon Sebag monteFiore
britiSh hiStorian

By Howard Amos in Moscow

For Alexis Rodzianko, 
it’s a date that some-
times makes him the 
target of hostility from 

Russians who revile what his 
great-grandfather did to the 
czar.

For political and religious 
leaders, it’s an event to be ig-
nored or even condemned.

And for a younger generation 
that never knew the Soviet 
Union, it’s an increasingly ir-
relevant part of the past that 
gets only a routine mention in 
history classes.

The tumult that Russia en-
dured in 1917 sent shockwa-
ves around the world as its 
last czar, Nicholas II, abdi-
cated his throne, and power 
was later seized by Vladimir 
Lenin’s Bolsheviks. A cen-
tury later, the anniversary is 
being marked with little offi-
cial commemoration from the 
Kremlin.

“It doesn’t fit for the authori-
ties. They are passing it from 
hand-to-hand like a hot pota-
to,” said Lev Lurie, a historian 
in St. Petersburg.

The Bolshevik takeover was 
celebrated annually in the So-
viet Union with marches, pa-
rades and a national holiday, 
but attitudes have changed 
since the fall of Communism.

While some grassroots initia-
tives are exploring the legacy 
of 1917, the anniversary is an 
awkward one for the Kremlin, 
which prefers a historical nar-
rative emphasizing the coun-
try’s triumphs. The defeat of 
Nazi Germany in World War 
II has replaced the revolution 
as the biggest event on the ca-
lendar.

Prominent British historian 

Want to mark a revolution? Kremlin 
says you can count it out 

Simon Sebag Montefiore said 
that alongside the two world 
wars, the revolution was one 
of the seminal events of the 
20th century.

“In every way it was politi-
cally, culturally, artistically 
and geo-strategically world- 
shattering,” he said, with 
many people drawing a direct 
line from the revolution to the 
violent excesses of Stalinism 
in which millions of people 
perished. “It was a catastro-
phe for the Russian people,” 
Montefiore said. 

The first big upheaval of 1917 
was the February Revolution, 
the popular uprising that dro-
ve Nicholas II from power (al-
though it now falls in March 
since the old czarist calendar 
was abandoned).

Alexis Rodzianko’s great- 
grandfather, Mikhail Rod-
zianko, was a lawmaker in St. 
Petersburg — then called Pe-
trograd — and played a key 
role in helping facilitate Ni-
cholas’ abdication on March 
15, 1917, earning the anger of 
monarchists and nationalists 

that endures to this day.
“There are people who consi-

der our family to be beyond the 
pale,” said Alexis Rodzianko, 
whose relatives fled Russia 
in 1920. He has returned to 
head the American Chamber 
of Commerce in Moscow.

He said he still gets hostile 
remarks online, adding: “Peo-
ple are still living it.”

After the abdication, there 
was a period of dual power 
when the Russian Empire 
was ruled by a provisional go-
vernment and the Petrograd 
Soviet, a revolutionary body 
made up of elected soldiers 
and workers. This chaotic ar-
rangement fell apart on Oct. 
25, 1917, (Nov. 7 under the 
modern calendar) when Le-
nin’s Bolshevik Party seized 
the levers of government in a 
move many characterize as a 
violent coup.

A minor political force 
during most of 1917, the Bol-
sheviks succeeded in carving 
out a Communist state that 
would last until 1991.

One of the few comprehensi-
ve attempts to mark the cente-
nary of the revolution is 1917.
ru, an online project by liberal 
journalist Mikhail Zygar that 
uses social media to tell the 
story of the period in real time 
through diaries, memoirs and 
letters.

Celebrating the popular 
overthrow of the Russian mo-
narchy is uncomfortable for 
an increasingly authoritarian 
Kremlin, Zygar said.

“Only retrospectively it looks 
like a tragedy, the end of the 
Russian Empire. But if we 
look inside that year, we see 
that people perceived it as a 
year of hope, of creativity,” he 
said. “1917 was the year when 

history was made by Russian 
society.”

President Vladimir Putin, 
who has accused Lenin of 
“planting a bomb” under the 
Russian state, has made only 
a handful of public statements 
on the issue. In December, he 
warned of attempts to politici-
ze the centennial.

“We can’t allow splits, ani-
mosity, insults and the bitter-
ness of the past to be dragged 
into our lives today,” he said.

The disintegration of the 
Russian Empire in 1917 jars 
with the Kremlin’s current 
ideology, according to histo-
rian Montefiore, because Pu-
tin has always contrasted the 
stability and economic growth 
of his rule with the turbulen-
ce Russia experienced in the 
1990s.

“All they are interested in is 
the power of the state,” Mon-
tefiore said of the current 
Kremlin leadership. “There 
isn’t actually any good story in 
1917 for the promotion of the 
Russian state.”

The Russian Orthodox Chur-

ch, which was violently repres-
sed and stripped of its power 
in Soviet times, has a clearer, 
more strident position about 
the events of 1917.

“The revolution was a great 
crime,” Patriarch Kirill, a clo-
se Putin ally, said in a sermon 
in Moscow’s Christ the Savior 
Cathedral last month. “How 
many innocent victims were 
there? How much sorrow was 
there?”

State-financed initiatives to 
mark the centenary are being 
coordinated through a commi-
ttee established by Putin, but 
its first meeting was only held 
in January.

Its chairman, Anatoly Torku-
nov, head of Moscow State 
Institute of International Re-
lations, declined comment. A 
list of planned events and pro-
jects for the year on its websi-
te has just 101 entries for both 
Russia and abroad.

Russian youths currently 
study the revolution twice in 
high school but its importan-
ce in the curriculum has dimi-
nished.

“Over the last 30 years, the 
stress has moved to studying 
World War II and Russia’s 
participation in it,” said Denis 
Lyubushkin, a history teacher 
in Moscow.

Olga Gref, another history 
teacher, said the revolution 
was becoming increasingly ir-
relevant for young people who 
did not grow up in the Soviet 
Union or witness the street 
protests that accompanied its 
fall in 1991.

“The younger generation 
does not measure their lives 
by the events [of 1917]. It is 
my generation, and the older 
generation, that measure it in 
this way,” Gref said. AP

 State-financed 
initiatives 
to mark the 
centenary 
are being 
coordinated 
through a 
committee 
established by 
Putin
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NATURE 自然

By Kristen Gelineau in Sydney 

Reducing pollution and 
curbing overfishing won’t 

prevent the severe bleaching 
that is killing coral at catastro-
phic rates, according to a stu-
dy of Australia’s Great Barrier 
Reef. In the end, researchers 
say, the only way to save the 
world’s coral from heat-indu-
ced bleaching is with a war on 
global warming.

Scientists are quick to note that 
local protection of reefs can help 

Study: Stopping global warming 
only way to save coral reefs 

damaged coral recover from the 
stress of rising ocean temperatu-
res. But the new research shows 
that such efforts are ultimately 
futile when it comes to stopping 
bleaching in the first place.

“We don’t have any tools to cli-
mate-proof corals,” said Terry 
Hughes, director of the ARC 
Center of Excellence for Coral 
Reef Studies in Australia and 
lead author of the study being 
published last week in the jour-
nal Nature. “That’s a bit sobe-
ring. We can’t stop bleaching lo-

cally. We actually have to do so-
mething about climate change.”

Across the world, scores of 
brilliantly colored coral reefs 
once teeming with life have in 
recent years become desolate, 
white graveyards. Their dea-
ths due to coral bleaching have 
grown more frequent as ocean 
temperatures rise, mainly due 
to increasing greenhouse gases 
in the atmosphere. The hot wa-
ter stresses corals, forcing them 
to expel the colorful algae living 
inside them, which leaves the 
corals vulnerable to disease and 
death. Given enough time, blea-
ched coral can recover if the wa-
ter cools, but if the temperature 
stays too high for too long, the 
coral will die.

Preserving coral reefs is cru-
cial, given that human de-
pend on them for everything 
from food to medical research 
to protection from damaging 
coastal storms. Scientists and 
policymakers have thus been 
scrambling to find ways to pre-
vent bleaching. Last year, for 
example, Hawaiian officials 
proposed several measures they 
hoped would fight bleaching on 
the state’s reefs, such as limiting 
fishing, establishing new marine 
protected areas and controlling 
polluted runoff from land. The 
question was whether such ef-
forts could provide the corals 
any resistance to bleaching, or 

just help them recover.
The researchers conducted 

aerial and underwater surveys 
of the Great Barrier Reef, whi-
ch has experienced three major 
bleaching events, the worst of 
which occurred last year. The 
scientists found that the severity 
of bleaching was tightly linked to 
how warm the water was. In the 
north, which experienced the 
hottest temperatures, hundreds 
of individual reefs suffered seve-
re bleaching in 2016, regardless 
of whether the water quality was 
good or bad, or whether fishing 
had been banned. That means 
even the most pristine parts of 
the reef are just as prone to heat 
stress as those that are less pro-
tected.

Prior exposure to bleaching 
also did not appear to provide 
any protective benefit to the co-
ral. The scientists found that the 
reefs that were highly bleached 
during the first two events, in 
1998 and 2002, did not expe-
rience less severe bleaching last 
year.

Ultimately, the study conclu-
ded, saving reefs from the rava-
ges of bleaching requires urgent 
action to reduce global warming.

“I think it’s a wake-up call,” 
Hughes said. “We’ve been ho-
ping that local interventions 
with water quality and fishing 
would improve the resistance 
of the corals to bleaching. We 

found no evidence that that’s ac-
tually true, at least during a very 
severe event.”

The study shows that older 
ways of thinking about reef 
management, such as reducing 
river runoff, are now moot poin-
ts when it comes to preventing 
bleaching, said Kim Cobb, a cli-
mate scientist and coral resear-
cher at the Georgia Institute of 
Technology in Atlanta.

“It all seems so quaint now, 
really,” said Cobb, who wasn’t 
part of the study. “A future that 
we thought was decades coming 
is basically here.”

The research also illustrated 
the gravity of the situation fa-
cing the 2,300-kilometer Great 
Barrier Reef. The team found 
91 percent of the reef has been 
bleached at least once during 
the three bleaching events. Even 
more alarming, Hughes said, is 
that a fourth bleaching event is 
already underway. Corals need 
years to recover from bleaching, 
so back-to-back events increase 
the possibility that the bleached 
coral will die.

The study shows that very in-
tense coral bleaching events are 
no longer isolated and are ha-
ppening more regularly, said co-
ral reef scientist Julia Baum of 
Canada’s University of Victoria. 
That assertion has been further 
bolstered by the Great Barrier 
Reef’s latest bleaching event, 
which began a few weeks ago 
and which Baum says has stun-
ned scientists.

“None of us were expecting the 
water to be heating up again ri-
ght now,” Baum said. “I think 
it’s beyond what any of us could 
have imagined. It’s our worst ni-
ghtmare.” AP

by Dr Ruan Du Toit Bester

4 Causes of Male 
Cat spraying

This is a problem even I have at 
home with my five cats. Male cat 

spraying may be triggered by a number 
of factors: mating season, stress or diffe-
rent changes in the cat’s life. Spraying is 
a common feline behaviour and you can 
deal with the issue if you know exactly 
what causes it.
 
1. Marking the Territory
A male cat often uses spraying to mark his 
territory and let other cats know he has 
been in a particular area. Cat urine con-
tains a lot of pheromones that are a signal 
to other cats. 
This behavior may become a problem if the 
cat is spraying in your house, due to the 
urine smell and the fact that you need to 
clean up after your cat. 
Spraying is a natural behavior and may be 
stopped by neutering the cat. 

2. urinary Tract disease
Male cat spraying may have medical cau-
ses. Urinary tract disease (UTI) can cause 

feline spraying. UTI causes a lot of pain at 
urination. The cat will urinate in more epi-
sodes, and with lesser amounts of urine, 
in different spots in the house to avoid the 
pain that he associates with his litter box. 
If the spraying behavior occurs suddenly, 
this might be a symptom of UTI, so you 
need to visit the vet for a proper diagnosis. 
Even a neutered cat may spray if he has a 
urinary infection. 
Look out for other signs of UTI such as: 
• Straining to urinate
• Crying or meowing when urinating
• Blood in the urine
• Excessive licking of genitals
• Weight loss
• Vomiting

3. change in the Litter Type
A cat is sensitive to changes. If you change 
the litter type, the cat might not like the 
new brand and starts urinating everywhe-
re but in the litter box. 
Make sure to change the litter back to the 
one your cat is used to, so he will be likely 

to stop spraying. Don’t change the location 
of the litter box, as your cat may be confu-
sed and start spraying. 

4. Stress and Anxiety
Stress and anxiety may also cause male 
spraying. A cat may develop stress due to: 
• Moving to a new house
• Redecorating the house
• Moving the litter box
• Absence of a family member
• New family member
• New pet
• Changes in diet or daily routine
• Changes of owner’s daily routine
• Lack of affection
• Illness
• Noise

You need to observe your cat and determi-
ne the precise cause of his spraying beha-
vior. Knowing the cause can help find the 
means to stop the behavior. Neutering the 
cat may be a good solution, provided the 
spraying is territorial. Pheromone diffu-
sers like Feliway may also be effective in 
stopping your cat from spraying. 
If there are medical reasons, your vet will 
prescribe antibiotic treatment for UTI and 
run other tests to detect other possible 
causes. 

Ask the Vet:
royal Veterinary centre
Tel: +853 28501099, +853 28523678
emergency: +853 62662268
email: royalveterinary@gmail.com

ASK THE VET

Anxiety and stress are difficult to deal with. 
The stress factor needs to be identified. 
Your vet needs to rule out medical causes 
of stress, and decide if medication and the-
rapy are recommended. Stress may also be 
treated with homeopathic remedies.

Hope this helps 
Till next week

Dr Ruan


